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From: Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal <barbara.byrne@noaa.gov>


Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 4:51 PM


To: Ellrott, Brian


Cc: J. Stuart; Garwin Yip - NOAA Federal


Subject: WR (& SR?) I&S


Brian - Jeff and I looked at your WR I&S and think the new language is generally good.


Here are some additional edits we're thinking about making:


1. Clarifying which PA versions was being discussed in some of the sections


2. Edits to the effects rows for DCC and CVP/SWP export effects (not to any of the High/Med/Low columns,


but rather in the last column to acknowledge that while survival still reduced, it is reduced to a lesser extent


under the final PA relative to the original PA.


3. Caveat any salvage density analysis since the big PA vs. COS change in April and May will be partially


offset by the Delta performance metrics. This is probably less crucial for WR (few WR left in Delta in April


and May), but these caveats will be important in the SR I&S (and Joe's SH I&S). We also need to caveat the


"population context" numbers (for SR and SH) since they will presumably be lower than under tge original PA.


4. We got edits/comments from Maria on the supplemental Delta analysis; haven't looked at them yet, but Jeff


and I think that any edits we make in the Delta section should be carried over as appropriate into the I&S (since


you grabbed some of our supplemental text).


I will work on incorporating those edits tonight (will e-mail you when I want to get in if you are in that section)


and will check in in the morning.


Call if you have questions (but note that I left my cell-phone at home so will be temporarily unreachable during


my commute home).


Barb


--

Barb Byrne


Fish Biologist

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce


Office: 916-930-5612

barbara.byrne@noaa.gov


California Central Valley Office


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


Find us online


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov


http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov
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